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Companies Mentioned:

• DNO, Exxon, Genel Energy, Gulf Keystone, WesternZagros 
Action Calls

• Maliki on way to de facto majority government

Stability in government, but watch Kurds for Exxon, future of oil in both Kurdistan and Iraq. 

• Genel Energy to buy Longford's Chia Surkh oil stake   

Genel continues consolidation drive in Kurdistan. 

• Exxon payments deliberately delayed?

Distraction. Don't watch this - watch Kurds and Maliki. 

Headlines

• Confusion surrounding Issawi “assassination attempt”

Maliki not likely behind this. Unfortunately, just de rigueur in Anbar. 

• Multiple explosions rock Baghdad
Unfortunately, not unexpected: recent uptick in violence explainable as annual attack on Shiites during  

Ashura and Arbaeen. 

Calendar 

• January - Kurdish statements, continuing Maliki cabinet appointments
Watch the noise coming out of Erbil for an indication of how the Kurds' discussion with Maliki's government  

over regional rights is shaping up. This will be the prime indicator of the future of Kurdish autonomy over  

oil and territory, and therefore the future of oil contracts within Kurdistan and Iraq in general. Secondly,  

with the parliamentary crisis subsiding, look for Maliki to clean up his cabinet with appointments moving his  

rivals out of, and his allies into, key roles. However, don't expect a walkover for him, as the Sadrists' turning  

down Finance in favor of the existing Minister (and sometime Iraqiya PM) Issawi indicates that Maliki is  

being watched by his coalition in these appointments. (Which by the way is a good sign for the maintenance  

of plurality and minority rights in Iraqi government.) 



Action Calls

>> Maliki on way to de facto majority government.  Iraq's government trudges on despite deep divisions 

between its two main electoral lists, Iyad Allawi’s Iraqiya and Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki’s State of Law. For now, 

Maliki is able to hold the Kurdistan Alliance stably within his unity government, along with the Shiite Sadrist Trend. In 

addition, some members of Iraqiya rejected calls from their own bloc for a parliamentary boycott on 

Thursday, allowing the legislature to reach a 163 member quorum and conduct its business. The defectors from Iraqiya 

included three MPs from parliamentary speaker Osama al-Nujaifi’s Iraqiyoun party, and several members of the Al-Hal 

faction, also known as the Karbuli bloc, named for MP Jamal al-Karbuli. These splinter factions  represent several 

outspoken Sunni leaders from Ninewa province, potentially undermining the notion that Maliki is purging all but 

loyal Shiites from his government. [Source: Dunia Sources] 

 
DUNIA'S TAKE: De facto majority government. Although Maliki has not gone through the formality of dissolving  

parliament or completely realigning the consituent ministers of his cabinet, we have arrived, or will arrive soon at a  

de facto majority government. Iraqiya is virtually dead as an effective entity in the Iraqi parliament. Its members  

have been scattered to the winds, with even some of the list's constituent parties themselves disintegrating (e.g.,  

Iraqiyoun, al-Hal). Instead, we expect that, having overcome the important initial hurdle of mustering the quorum 

last week to conduct business, Maliki can go about picking off any remaining Iraqiya loyalists in his cabinet,  

selectively replacing ministers through majority votes in parliament. In effect the most dangerous period of this  

crisis has passed: Maliki's most intractible foes have been cowed or have fled, he has brought enough MPs over to his  

side to effectively control government, and now he can focus on clean up.

 
But. As always, there is a "but". Even as the battle has now moved from the parliament to the cabinet, Maliki's  

political allies (who are also rivals) have not written him a blank check. The Sadrists have shown some backbone,  

turning down the Ministry of Finance position, a bold ploy by Maliki to wrap them into his plan and take out an  

Iraqiya rival in a single stroke, and issuing an apology to the current Finance Minister Rafie al-Issawi. Both the  

Sadrists and Kurds seem to have come out against the firing of Deputy PM Saleh al-Mutlaq, another Iraqiya minister,  

although Maliki seems dead set against his return to the Iraqi cabinet. Further, the Kurds continue to rumble on  

about a potential independence referendum and oil and gas autonomy, among other things, although we still believe  

it is mostly negotiating posturing. In other words, Maliki has been served notice that his presumptive partners in  

government will not be patsies, and he will have to give some things up to secure their acquiescence. 

The Sunni vote. With the Kurds and the more vocal Shiite sectarians tentatively secured, where does this leave the  

Sunni? Well, Maliki has signaled his strategy here with his moves to defuse the regionalism crisis at the provincial  

level, with an announcement last Wednesday that "he was willing to meet all" of Anbar's demands, although noting  

that some of their requests were beyond his constitutional powers. As a result, we expect that he is well on his way  

to defusing the regionalist threat that was such an important Iraqiya weapon against him. Further, having gone  

directly to political leaders at the provincial level, Maliki has cultivated ties with (and some might say paid off)  

council members there. As a result, we could see Maliki looking to some of these figures in the coming weeks and  

months as a potential source of Sunni leadership to replace his more problematic Iraqiya/Sunni cabinet ministers. We  

would watch for this as Maliki consolidates his cabinet.

Implications. We believe we are entering a potentially extended period of consolidation and negotiations between  

Maliki and his leading partners in the coming weeks and perhaps months. Clearly the Kurds have not given up on  

their key issues of autonomy, territory, and oil, and we do not expect them to do so, as they regard this as  

existential, as any power in Baghdad has always moved to repress them sooner or later. But this is a good thing, as  



resistance from the Kurds and Sadrists will moderate some of Maliki's most egregious abuses of power. However,  

what this means for oil and gas in Iraq is still unclear. No one - not Maliki or anyone else - has so far been able to  

square the circle of Kurdish demands for autonomy in the midst of hostility towards the same from both Sunni and  

Shiite Arabs. This will remain the issue that determines the future of oil and gas in Iraq - the balance between the  

more lucrative PSCs in Kurdistan and the continued TSCs in the rest of Iraq. However, a strong Maliki, tempered by  

coalition partners who will not allow him a completely free hand, makes it more of a realistic outcome that, as  

blatantly galling as Kurdish power may remain for Iraqi Arabs, there will eventually be a solution that papers over  

the differences.

Tells. And so once again, to the tells. We expect the Kurds are likely in deep negotiations with Maliki right now,  

given that their public statements are interestingly devoid of specific references to Exxon or oil and gas, other than  

noting the constitutionality of their regional rights over resources, or or other similar generic, often unconfirmed,  

commentary. These comments appear aimed at maintaining pressure on Maliki's team and show publicly that the  

Kurds have no intention of giving up on their key issues. We would continue to watch the Kurds in the coming weeks,  

then, to see what indications there are of rapprochement or further conflict with Maliki. The biggest tell here is the  

fate of former Iraqi Vice President Hashemi, currently in exile in Kurdistan, who has become something of a  

bargaining chip. The official Kurdish position seems to be that they will not allow for "Baghdad forces" to come to  

Kurdistan to arrest him, but that they will "respect the decisions of the judiciary." Essentially, this leaves open the  

option that the Kurds will in fact eventually arrest him and turn him over, but we would believe that this turns on  

the aforementioned negotiations, and if the Kurds give him up, it would seem to mean that a deal is on. (Although  

there is also a scenario where Maliki allows him to flee Kurdistan tacitly, to avoid any public trial of Hashimi stirring  

up Sunni passions.)  Outside of the specific tell of Hashimi, however, I would watch the overall tone of the Kurds'  

public statements. Positive statements would indicate the Kurds are getting more of what they want, a positive for  

oil and gas in Kurdistan. More contentious statements would indicate the opposite, at which point we would be wary  

of the future of Kurdish oil plays. So in the coming weeks, watch the Kurds if you want to know the fate of the likes  

of DNO, Exxon, Genel Energy, Gulf Keystone, and WesternZagros.

 

* * * * *

>> Genel Energy to buy Longford's Chia Surkh oil stake. Genel Energy Plc will this week announce a deal 

to pay $70 million to buy a 40 percent share of the Chia Surkh oil field in northern Iraq from Longford Energy Inc., the 

Sunday Times reported. Genel, run by Tony Hayward, the former chief executive officer of BP Plc, declined to 

comment, the Sunday Times said. [Source: Bloomberg, BusinessWeek]

DUNIA'S TAKE: Not surprising. Although the Sunday Times has previously jumped on a story early, strongly hinting  

that Gulf Keystone was in merger talks when actually it turned out that they were only raising money and putting a  

PSC on the block, it turned out that they were partially correct then, so we're going to go with the Longford story  

for the moment. Clearly, we would expect that this should have some effect on the Longford shares, although it  

would seem likely that Longford would effectively cease to exist, or be absorbed by its PSC partner Genel, depending  

on how you look at it, as the Chia Surkh stake is the company's only substantial asset. Nonetheless, this constitutes  

another confirmation of Genel's intention to roll up Kurdish oil. We'll reiterate here the other likely targets, as  

noted in our Market Tracker in the last week of December: Looking among Genel Energy's partners in their six PSCs,  

we immediately eliminate Addax (Sinopec) which shares Taq Taq with Genel, as the Chinese are in acquisition mode,  

not sell mode. However, there is Genel's other partner in Chia Surkh, Petoil, the oil and gas subsidiary of a Turkish  

holding company, which might be willing to sell its interest under the right conditions. But the big game on the list  

includes some of the Kurdish basket shares we've followed since the spring: long-time favorites DNO (which shares  

Tawke and Dohuk with Genel) and Gulf Keystone (Ber Bahr), and the less-favored Heritage Oil (Miran). 



Other implications. This further increases the sense of urgency among the oil majors in Kurdistan. Although the  

current parliamentary crisis in Baghdad potentially delays the timeline, we would watch for indications that the  

Kurdish oil situation is being resolved in favor of the Kurds (and by implication Exxon and other Kurdish oil players).  

For that, the tells are noted above. We imagine the other oil majors are watching closely, because should a positive  

resolution come to pass, we expect them to pile into Kurdistan to snap up assets. Meantime, clearly Tony Hayward  

sees himself as already committed to Kurdistan, and through the vehicle of Genel, has a limited time window to snap  

up assets before the cloud over Exxon and Kurdistan is resolved. Therefore, look for him to continue to accelerate  

acquisitions before the smoke clears and the big boys come in and bid up the pricing of Kurdish assets.

 
* * * * *

 

>> Exxon payments deliberately delayed?. A source close to the Iraqi Oil Ministry said on January 5 that 

ExxonMobil’s decision to sign exploration deals in the Kurdistan Regional Government-controlled region may prevent 

them from collecting $50 million owed them by Baghdad. The source said that while ministry officials say “problems in 

the accounts held by the Ministry of Finance and Ministry of Oil” are behind the delay in payment, that Deputy Prime 

Minister for Energy Hussain al-Shahristani may be holding up the payments himself. “Shahristani is waiting to take a 

position ... pending ExxonMobil’s [declaration of] position on the issue of the Kurdistan oil contracts ... which could 

end their contracts or pay the dues owed.” This story was not reported elsewhere in the Iraqi media. [Source: Dunia 

sources]

DUNIA'S TAKE: A distraction. Although this story seemed not to create much of a splash in the mainstream press,  

we wanted to reiterate that it is a distraction. ExxonMobil's fate turns on much larger issues and will not be 

determined by the $50 million that the Baghdad government owes them. Our understanding is that the delay is based  

on bureaucratic issues, and that even the Iraqi Oil Ministry's "model citizen" poster child Shell has experienced  

similar delays with payments owed to it. As we noted above, Exxon's future in Iraq will be determined by  

negotiations we presume are going on right now between the Kurds and Maliki's government. The fact that the Kurds  



are still somewhat independent within the ruling coalition is a positive indicator, but we would watch for signs of  

contention or reconciliation the Baghdad-Erbil axis as the strongest indicator of Exxon's future.

 

Headlines

>> Confusion surrounding Issawi “assassination attempt”. Security sources and government officials 

differed sharply on their reporting of a possible assassination attempt targeting Sunni Finance Minister Rafie al-

Issawi on Sunday night in Samarra. While security forces at the Salahaddin Operations Command (seen as loyal to PM 

Nouri al-Maliki) denied that there had been an attack, local police in the majority Sunni region said that there had 

been an attempt to “hide” the incident. Minister Issawi, for his part said that there had indeed been a blast which hit 

his convoy as it returned to Baghdad from a funeral. Issawi, who is already under investigation for possible 

connections to terrorism declined to say whether he believed this was an attempt on his life, but laid the blame for 

the attack squarely on the shoulders of Maliki’s government. “With such a violated security situation, it could happen 

to everyone,” Issawi said. Our take: We would not read this as an attack on Issawi by Maliki, so it is not an indicator  

that Maliki is moving in a dictatorial direction. As Issawi himself stated, this could happen to anybody, and we must  

remember that political assassination is still common in the very violent Anbar environment. Issawi simply blames  

Maliki for the weak security environment that would allow such a thing to happen. And clearly, the way Maliki has  

dealt with Hashimi seems to indicate that he doesn't need to resort to assassination to eliminate his opponents.  

Instead, with the Sadrists refusing to take over Issawi's Ministry of FInance seat, it seems that Issawi's fate will be  

determined the good old fashioned way - by political negotiations within Maliki's government.

 
* * * * *

 

>> Multiple explosions rock Baghdad. As Iraq celebrated its military day with a large parade on Friday, several 

IED and rocket attacks echoed throughout the city. Insurgents were trying “to prove their presence,” Baghdad military 

spokesman Maj. Gen. Qassem al-Moussawi said of the attacks, which killed dozens throughout the capital on Thursday 

and Friday. The wave of bombings on Thursday struck largely Shiite neighborhoods, renewing fears of another round of 

sectarian violence. Our take: By our count, 50% of Shiite casualties occur during the Shiite pilgrimages that mark the  

holy period of Ashura. As we have noted before, Sunni extremists seem to take the time around key Shiite holidays  

to target pilgrims, and unfortunately this has been the pattern for Ashura both this year and last. Arbaeen, another  

Shiite holy period, will be observed for the next couple of weeks, so expect this to continue for a while.  

Unfortunately, this is de rigueur for this part of the year, and so represents a predictable uptick in violence, rather  

than a larger trend.
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